BEZBEDNOST NA RADU, PROJEKTOVANJE I INŽENJERING
Trg Kralja Aleksandra Ujedinitelja 2/5, 18000 Niš
tel/fax: 018/45-16-213; 45-13-531; 4517-531 mob. tel: 063/ 646-876
T.R. 265-4010310003391-61 T.R. 105-20273-29 PIB 100663046

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYEE TRAINING (Individuals)
We kindly ask you to complete this application, so that we could submit an offer.
No.

Title

Description

Name and surname of the
candidate:
2.
Candidate’s address:
3.
Date of birth:
4.
Placeof birth:
5.
Contact phone:
6.
Fax number:
7.
E-mail:
8.
Location of training
Please check the jobs and the tasks that you want to include in vocational training of your employees.
1.

Jobs and tasks
Woodworking and wood processing machine operator and materials similar to wood
Woodworking and wood processing machine operator and materials similar to wood-band saw (brent
and other types of saws)
Metal cutting machine operator
Eccentric, friction or hydraulic press
Roller operator
Operator of surface procesing by sending
Forklift truck operator
Telescopic forklift truck operator
Crane operator (light construction cranes, pillar cranes, bridge cranes, portal cranes, etc.)
Regal crane operator
Assistant crane operator- a person who fastens load and gives signals
Truck lever crane operator ( lever cranes with or without platform)
Self-propelled lifting platform operator
Construction machinery operator (excavator loader, backhoe excavator, bulldozer, twin-shaft roller,
auto grader, etc.)
Concrete plant operator
Concret pump operator
Crushing and separation plant operator
Construction sight works- excavation of land
Works at height
Welder
Gas and arc cutting
Ammonia plant operator
Compressor plant operator
Operator of boiler plant for solid, liquid or gas fuel boilers (with or without AT commands)
Pressure vessels (autoclave) operator
Autoclave operator
Chainsaw operator
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No.

Title

Description

Motor mower operator (trimmer)
Motor mower operator
Operator of chlorine
Sewerage and water system rigger
Central heating rigger
Maintenance of equipment
Construction scaffolding works
Fitter
Note: If your description is more detailed, please send us and an additional attachment with all necessary
descriptions and information

Place stamp here

______

Applicant

